Fordfuelinjection

Ford Fuel Injection. Hi, this site is for all that want to repair, upgrade, or swap to EFI. We can all
find small articles and buy many thick books but until now there has been no one stop on-line
site for EEC questions. After reading many books and finding all the articles on-line and in
magazines I started to answer question for many people. These questions made me realize that
there were no good on-line help sites; I hope everyone can come to this site and feel
comfortable with their EEC vehicle. The Ford EEC is very special, tested, and proved around the
globe. Enough facts, lets get to the reason your all here. Every one say hello the EEC. Once
hated by many, if understood properly she could be your best driving partner. Unlike previous
technologies that would be affected by environment changes, EEC looks for these changes,
reacts, and uses them for tuning. What is it? Electronic Engine Control. Remember this is the
quick explanation for more click above. EEC-IV is a computer, it has a memory and chips and
stuff inside. It also listens to what the driver is doing and what you want to do. It decides what
the best air to fuel mixture should be and what the timing should be at. It continues to listen
making sure the outcome is what you and the EEC want it to be. The engine revs up and you fly
down the road, she checks to make sure the engine makes it to thousand RPM and the car is
speeding. Click below for further EEC philosophies and how to start:. Go to EEC. Do I Need All
of Them? Yes and no. This is dependant on where you live and what you are trying to do.
Sensors check tons of stuff:. She decides what is happening now and what is going to happen 3
seconds from now. Hmm, now we have a reason for this site. Click below for further sensor
uses and testing:. Acting a Fool? Actuators are the thing-a-ma-do-dads that gives fuel and
spark to an otherwise really big paperweight. After sensing what is going on we now have to act
on it. We need fuel, not just poured in, but measured amounts. We need timing advance, not just
adjusted with the unreliable engine vacuum, but pre-planed programmed limits. What about
pumping the throttle to keep it from stalling? OH NO, the government called, we have to make
the exhaust smell lemon fresh. Now we need some exhaust recycled in the engine, the catalytic
converter to burn more toxins, and the possibility to use cleaner fuels. Click below for further
Actuator uses and testing:. Does a hammer count? I've submitted some extra pictures and a
more in-depth list of codes. Click here for that page. Most of the EEC-IV engine can be repaired
with normal tools; there are only a few buys necessary for repair. There is also a wide verity of
professional tools that are on the dream team list. Some can still be bought today while others
are better found used. EEC-V is harder to deal with, but once the right tools are had and Ford
releases some of its locked files, it will be a lot easier to use, trust me. Click below for all the
cool tools:. Wiring a Fuel Injected 5. The purpose of this page is to describe the wiring
modifications necessary to install a SEFI 5. These are the steps I went through to run the motor
shown to the right. Your install may vary Computer Install: Location of the computer is critical
to determine wire routing. There are several options for location, such as along the pass kick
panel and behind the Glove box. Location will be determined by the availability of space. This
location provided the best clearance. The following photos detail the installation:. Assembly of
bracketry: Bracket was formed up from 18 gage sheet stock using this PDF File ; graciously
designed and passed forward by Jason5. EEC mount was salvage from wrecking yard.
Fasteners from local hardware store:. Locating Computer : The follow photos depict the
location of the bracket installed, and the location of the firewall feed thru hole for the main EFI
loom. This location clears the defroster ducts as well as all existing wiring. It also leaves space
for installation of the various relays and MAP sensor. Check out Jeff Gordon's version of the
same concept. Excellant idea to lower the bracket and use the top to mount components. These
include numerous ready made harnesses on the market. Each of these are top quality and
provide a much simpler method of connecting your wiring. For me, I felt that the best way to
know my car and my system was to touch every wire and understand it's function. I felt I would
have a better chance of troubleshooting if I understood the wiring completely. Also, I prefer to
take the lowest cost but often the most labor intensive route. So, to that end, I chose to take a
factory harness from an Mustang and modify. The photo to the right shows the complete
harness disassembled and rerouted to it's final configuration. This is the way my harness
looked as installed in the car. It should include:. Main loom,. O2 loom a Y shaped cable that
connects the 2 O2 sensors to the main loom ,. Injector loom the small harness that connects the
injectors and sensors to the main loom through the large black and white connectors. I chose to
hide as much of the wiring as possible under the dash and leave only the necessary wiring in
the engine compartment. This meant changing the lengths and routing of essentially every wire.
The EEC system is very sensitive and crimped connections can cause all kinds of problems
down stream. The original harness was completely unwrapped; all coverings and tape were
removed. Each wire was cleaned using a rag and ordinary hand cleaner GoJo. Each wire was
inspected for cracks, frays, nicks, burns, or any other damage. Each connector was inspected
for cracks, burns, dirt, or wear and replaced if needed. Taking the time to fix now will save time

later. Use zip or twist ties to temp route your wires. The Ford Fuel Injection, and Detailed Wiring
Diagrams links shown to the right covered most everything needed in order to understand and
rework the harness. Study these two websites in detail to see how the harness and sensors
work. Page 6 specifically can be used as a guide to harness rework. I copied the wiring table to
a spreadsheet and made a checksheet so I could verify each wire correctly. Use this list of wires
and it's preceeding schematic in conjunction with the pin out shown on the first and second
diagrams on the VeryUseful site to get see the total scope of the affected wires. Also, pay
attention to the Harness Ignition Circuit , as there are wires which are not on the table but must
be run in conjuction with the harness layout. These include the Tach lead, Coil Leads, and 12V
start and run circuits. Lay the harness out on a large work surface so you can route the wires as
needed. Using the table listing of the harness, trace each wire to it's intended location. The 10
pin connector table located at the bottom of Page 6 will aid in tracing wires going into the
injector loom. In several cases you may choose to cut and reroute the wire to place the sensor,
relay, or plug in a different location. In particular, you will be changing the lengths and locations
of connections because much of the loom was routed to the front left side of the engine bay
battery location of a Fox Mustang , and you are relocating to either right side or under dash.
Work through the sensor, injectors, and gage wiring first, leaving the power and ground wires
for last. Using this diagram allows you do establish a power distribution which reduces the
number of power connections to the rest of the vehicle. The 4 relays, along with the MAF and
test port can be relocated under the dash, reducing clutter under the hood. It is not necessary to
disassemble the main 60 pin connector to perform this mod. The connector I had was cracked
so I chose to disassemble and replace. FFI sells all the replacement connectors for this
harness. You'll need to get a VSS from a local autoparts store, and modify your speedo cable ,
or If so, then you'll need to leave your WOT cut out wire switch and hook it up. If not, then you
can remove all associated wiring. Pins 31, 32, and 38 aren't even shown on the FFI diagram. You
most likely won't be running the smog system. The computer will throw error codes for this but
that's ok. Or, you can leave the wires and install resistors in line to trick the computer using
resistors. You'll need to leave all the wiring to the EGR, but fool it into thinking it's hooked up. I
removed my EGR spacer completely and plugged the coolant lines. Then I installed a billet
spacer bought off Ebay. Gives you more space to run your MAF tubing. I did not hook up the
NSS There's a Low Oil wiring that runs along with the O2 harness. This can be removed. In
many cases you will be running new wires. Try to use the original wire to the greatest extent
possible, as it has the proper color coding. If you have to splice in new wires, they must be
marked for future reference. I used adhesive backed lables, marked the EEC connector pin
number, and then covered in clear heat shrink. Mark approximately every 10". Start Only Starter solenoid rear terminal S. Run Only - Stud on back of key switch. Harness in and out
Pinouts. Harness Installation : Carefully feed the harness through the cutout in the firewall. I fed
the harness from under dash outward, as this was the smallest amount of wires to move. The
wires were laid over the motor to determine approximate locations. There were 14 under dash
connections that needed to be fed from scratch or spliced into the main vehicle underdash
harness. These were:. Grounds all to one ground point. This panel is fed directly off the battery
positive. After each wire is connected, the car was started and tested. After the electrical
functions have been verified, the harness lengths were adjusted by routing and cutting out
excess wire lengths. The harness can then be wrapped or covered with harness sheathing, and
stowed as desired. The following photos detail the installation: Assembly of bracketry: Bracket
was formed up from 18 gage sheet stock using this PDF File ; graciously designed and passed
forward by Jason5. Fasteners from local hardware store: Locating Computer : The follow
photos depict the location of the bracket installed, and the location of the firewall feed thru hole
for the main EFI loom. VSS Cable connects the VSS plug of the main loom to the VSS sensor on
the speedometer cable I chose to hide as much of the wiring as possible under the dash and
leave only the necessary wiring in the engine compartment. Glen Buzek. Detailed Wiring
Diagrams Must see. Mustangs and Fords. Correcting a Surging Idle. Mustangs Plus. Painless
Harness Install good ref. Ron Morris. Pete Kvitek's Helpful data. Welcome to the
ClassicBroncos. To take advantage of all the forum features please take a moment to register.
Registration is fast, simple and absolutely free so please, join our community today! If you have
any problems with the registration process or your account login, please contact contact the
admin. If you've lost your password click here. User Name Remember Me? I know this has been
covered before , but im evidently terrible at searching. I have an acquaintance thats looking to
install an efi 5. I think he bought a 87 F to use for the transplant. I did my efi using a 91 mustang
in , so I am unfamiliar with all that. I thought everyone either had all that deleted from the
computer or just used a older A9P computer? Find all posts by roundhouse Find all threads
started by roundhouse. Yes, all that extra stuff is deleted, or codes thrown are ignored, for

swapping into an older truck. I agree the Explorer is the best, but for a vehicle like your friend's
it's not as required because they have more room under the hood than we do with the Broncos.
I don't think the Lincoln would be any easier as they had their own extras as well. The F would
be a great donor I think. Not for us of course, with our lack of hood clearance. But for their '49
Ford? Probably a sweet install. And a would be even better! But pretty sure lots of the 's were
Mass-Air earlier on. Maybe his '87 already is? A factory speed-density engine will run fine, but
does not take as well to modifications. An aftermarket speed-density computer that can be
tuned is just fine however. You can use the A9P automatic trans and A9L manual trans
computers with the harness up to '94 engines, but you need to make sure all the sensors are
keyed to the harness and such. The later ECM's used different main harness connections too,
so an early harness is not compatible with a later computer. Explorers used disstributorless
ignition too, but that's also a good thing if you take a little extra care in putting it all together.
And Ryan's old information is still available because virtually everything that ever was or will be
on the internet is archived on the servers. I forget how to search for it, but I believe you put
"archive" in front of your search criteria and it's all there. Someone posted a link to it just the
other day and I didn't bother paying attention and saving it like I should have. You might find it
through a google search using "site: classicbroncos. Either "fordfuelinjection. Too bad too,
because it's not like he was stepping on toes and making product with ford logos on it and
such. Just promoting better information sharing. Good luck. Let us know how your friend's
project comes out. Is he over on fordtruckenthusiasts. Paul The. Originally Posted by
roundhouse. The motor most like the mustang engine is the Lincoln mark vii 5. The Lincoln
mark viii is a whole different animal 4. It was tough not breaking those 80's electrical plugs 15
years ago. That 87 harness is likely to just crumble as he tries to remove it. Engine is speed
density and flat tappet cam. Won't accept upgrades. Transmission is likely just an AOD. Boring
nothing special and a lot of work to make it boring. Full throttle, it either solves the problem or
ends the suspense. Originally Posted by Broncobowsher. Start sending him LS swap adds. All
times are GMT The time now is PM. User Name. Remember Me? Garage Garage. All Garages.
Browse by Username. Browse Recently Added. Browse Recently Modified. Browse Most
Popular. Advanced Search. Mark Forums Read. T
2014 mazda 6 headlight bulb
rockford fosgate t1 amp
2004 ford f150 shift interlock switch
hread Tools. Visit roundhouse's homepage! Find all posts by roundhouse. Find all threads
started by roundhouse. Find all posts by DirtDonk. Find all threads started by DirtDonk. Find all
posts by broncogt. Find all threads started by broncogt. BroncoChicken Contributor Sr. Quote:
Originally Posted by roundhouse I know this has been covered before , but im evidently terrible
at searching. Find all posts by BroncoChicken. Find all threads started by BroncoChicken. Cal
Joined: Jan 10 Posts: 2, Find all posts by spap. Find all threads started by spap. Find all posts
by Broncobowsher. Find all threads started by Broncobowsher. Jdgephar Sr. A Bronco! Quote:
Originally Posted by roundhouse the fordfuelinjection. Find all posts by Jdgephar. Find all
threads started by Jdgephar. Quote: Originally Posted by Broncobowsher It was tough not
breaking those 80's electrical plugs 15 years ago. Start sending him ads for V8 Explorers. Find
all posts by 73azbronco. Find all threads started by 73azbronco.

